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PARALYSIS. Its mere mention may paralyze us 
with fear. Yet if stricken by injury or disease that indeed leaves 
us paralyzed, we bravely adapt. We struggle for recovery, but 
settle for rehab. Out from rehab, while still hoping to over-
come our paralysis, we meanwhile learn to live with it. Lifelong 
paralysis affects both us and those whom we love, and affects 
how we show our love, which includes sexual love. In any 
sexual relationship, sex serves as both a social lubricant and a 
coupling glue. However, following paralysis, lubes can dry up 
and glues can get unstuck.

Lubed or glued or not, the path of sexual love still beckons, 
though laden with many new obstacles. If you can’t stand, then 
you have less standing in the dating game. If you can’t walk, 
then you can less easily walk into someone’s life. That’s because 
paralysis is seldom just about walk. It often affects four other 
four-letter words, namely feel and the three sacral functions.

Among new inductees into the ranks of spinal cord injury, 
males in their risk-taking teens and double-daring 20s pre-
dominate. Such males stereotypically obsess over the powers 
of the penis. And sex counselors in rehab wards obsess along 
with them. In unison, counselors and counseled sing hymns 
of praise for Viagra, Levitra, yohimbe, penile injections, penile 
implants, and vacuum pumps, as well as numerous pills and 
potions peddled by spam mail with promises to add inches to 
measurements and minutes to erotic clocks. 

Paralyzed by a diving accident at age 39, I sang a differ-
ent tune. Preoccupied with getting a handle on bladder and 
bowel management, I did not care one hoot about erection, 
ejaculation, and orgasm. Though at that time engaged to be 
married, neither did I care about fertility. Due to an errant 
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kisses and embraces 

and kisses all night long 

and the nights are not 

long enough and the 

mornings dawn too soon.

  the Single Male Cripple






